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Development and analysis of a two-stage beamformer
for multiple correlated interferers using rectangular array

T.-T. Lin and T.-S. Leea)

Department of Communication Engineering, National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan,
Republic of China

~Received 8 July 1995; revised 24 July 1998; accepted 7 October 1998!

A two-stage two-dimensional~2-D! beamformer is proposed for signal enhancement in an
environment of multiple correlated interferers using a rectangular array. In the first stage, subarray
beamformers are constructed which exhibit reliable interference cancellation using difference-
preprocessed and spatially smoothed data. A secondary combining of all possible subarray
beamformers is then performed to fully exploit the array aperture. It is shown that, compared to the
conventional one-stage optimum beamformer, the two-stage beamformer performs equally well and
requires a much lower complexity of implementation when a suitable subarray size is chosen.
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04701-3#

PACS numbers: 43.60.Dh, 43.60.Gk@JCB#
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INTRODUCTION

An adaptive beamformer performs spatial filtering
forming a beam in such a fashion that the desired signal
be received with a large gain, while unwanted interferen
and noise can be suppressed.1 It has a wide range of acous
tical applications, including sound-signal enhancement
underwater communications.2–4 Conventional adaptive
beamformers are effective in suppressing strong interfere
so long as the pointing error is small and the interferers
uncorrelated with the desired source. However, in the p
ence of beam-pointing errors and/or highly correlated in
ferers, these beamformers exhibit severe degradation in
output signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio~SINR! as a re-
sult of signal cancellation.5,6 To avoid such problems, th
difference preprocessor5 was proposed as a tool for removin
the desired signal before beamforming. By difference prep
cessing, the beamformer will not cancel the desired sig
even in the presence of pointing errors and coherent inte
ence.

In spite of the success of dealing with a single correla
interferer, the difference-preprocessed beamformer ca
handle multiple correlated interferers.7 This is because the
relationship that causes the mutual cancellation between
multiple interfering signals in the master beamformer is
stroyed as the optimum weights are copied to the sl
beamformer. To avoid such performance breakdown,
spatial-smoothing technique8 was incorporated as a means
decorrelating the interfering signals. This ensures that
beamformer will suppress each of the interfering signals,
stead of performing a mutual cancellation. Unfortunate
working with spatial smoothing results in a reduction of t
array aperture, which in turn reduces the signal-to-noise r
~SNR! gain, nulling capacity and resolution capability of th
beamformer. A post combiner can be employed to reco
the full aperture of the array.7,9 This means that the weigh

a!Electronic mail: tslee@cc.nctu.edu.tw
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vector associated with the~spatially smoothed! subarray
beamformer is copied to each of the possible subarrays o
same size, and the overall beamformer is obtained via a
ondary combining of all subarray beamformers.

We exploit here the post-combining concept to deve
a two-stage 2-D beamformer for rectangular arrays. T
beamformer first incorporates a 2-D difference preproces
to alleviate desired signal cancellation due to pointing erro
The 2-D spatial smoothing10 is then employed to decorrelat
the interference left in the preprocessor output, leading t
rectangular subarray. The spatially smoothed correlation
trix is noise whitened and used to compute the 2-D weig
which produce a null in each of the interfering direction
This set of weights can be applied back to each of the id
tical subarrays, leading to a set of ‘‘interference cance
tion’’ beamformers. Finally, a full-aperture beamformer
obtained via a secondary combining of the interference-f
subarray beamformers in accordance with the maximu
output SNR criterion. The two-stage procedure is algeb
ically organized in that each type of 2-D operation involv
is represented by a matrix transformation, which facilita
the derivation of the correlation structure and weight vect
The proposed 2-D beamformer is suitable for acoustical
nal acquisition in the presence of multipath reflections a
strong interference. For example, the beamformer can
implemented on a microphone array2 for remote sound-
source analysis in an indoor environment contaminated w
narrow-band manmade noise. It can also be used for ac
tical communications in shallow water, where multipat
cause a major problem.4 On the other hand, the algorithm fo
computing the 2-D weights can be executed in an adap
fashion by using high-speed digital signal processors.3,4 In
this regard, the two-stage procedure is much more effic
than the conventional one-stage procedure in that the c
putational complexity is significantly reduced by breaki
the original large 2-D array into two smaller ones.
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I. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Notations

Some of the key notations are defined as follows:

•

T(•H): transpose~complex conjugate transpose!
In : n3n identity matrix
Jn : n3n reverse permutation matrix with ones o

the antidiagonal and zeros elsewhere
Om3n : m3n zero matrix
M ( i ,k): ( i ,k)th entry of matrixM
M ( i :k,l :m): submatrix of entries fromi th to kth rows and

l th to mth columns ofM
Vec$M %: concatenation of columns ofm3n matrix M

into mn31 column vector
Vec21$v%: inverse ofv5Vec$M%
L(M : Inner product of matricesL andM defined by

L(M5(
i

(
k

L* ~ i ,k!M ~ i ,k!

5VecH$L%Vec$M%.
Diag$v%: diagonal matrix whose main diagonal entri

are given by vectorv
E$•%: expectation
Corr$v%: correlation matrix of random vectorv defined

by Corr$v%5E$vvH%.

B. Array-data model

Consider the scenario involving a desired source anK
possibly correlated interferers impinging on anM3N
narrow-band rectangular array of identical elements equ
spaced by a half-wavelength. These sources are assum
be in the far field of the array such that the plane-wave mo
holds. The array data received at a certain sampling ins
can be expressed as anM3N matrix:

X5 (
i 51

K11

j iA~ui ,v i !1N, ~1!

where ui5sin(ui) and v i5sin(fi) represent the sine-spac
angles of thei th source with respect to theu- and v-axis,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the coordin
system inherently imposes the constraintuuu1ufu<90 deg.

FIG. 1. Array geometry and coordinate system.
242 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 1, January 1999 T.-
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The random scalarj i denotes the complex envelop of thei th
source received at the~1,1!th element of the array, ands i

2

5E$uj i u2% is the corresponding source power. TheM3N
matrix A(u,v) is the array-response matrix given by

A~u,v !5aM~u!aN
T~v !, ~2!

where

am~u!5@1,ej pu,...,ej ~m21!pu#T

~3!
an~v !5@1,ej pv,...,ej ~n21!pv#T

@with m5M andn5N in ~2!# are the 1-D response vecto
along theu- andv-axis, respectively. Finally,N consists of
the noise present at the elements. In the following devel
ment, we will assume that source 1 is the desired one
treat the others as interference. Also, the noise compon
in N are assumed spatially white with powersn

2.
One way of viewing the data matrix inMN31 vector

form is by concatenating the columns~u axis! of X into

x5Vec$X%5 (
i 51

K11

j ia~ui ,v i !1n5Ds1n, ~4!

where

a~u,v !5Vec$A~u,v !% ~5!

D5@a~u1 ,v1!,a~u2 ,v2!,...,a~uK11 ,vK11!# ~6!

s5@j1 ,j2 ,...,jK11#T ~7!

n5Vec$N%. ~8!

We refer tox, a(u,v), andn as the vector representations
X, A(u,v), andN, respectively.

C. Beamforming issues

A beamformer transforms the array-data matrix into
scalar outputy via anM3N weight matrixW according to

y5W(X5wHx, ~9!

wherew5Vec$W% is the vector representation ofW corre-
sponding tox.

The beamformer we will work with is the linearly con
strained minimum variance~LCMV ! beamformer,11 which
minimizes the output power subject to a fixed-response c
straint in the look direction (uo ,vo)5@sin(uo),sin(fo)#:

min
W

E$uyu2%[wHRxw

subject to: W(A~uo ,vo![wHa~uo ,vo!5c,
~10!

whereRx is theMN3MN data-correlation matrix, andc is a
nonzero constant. Invoking the spatial whiteness ofN and
using ~4!, we have

Rx5Corr$x%5DPDH1sn
2I MN , ~11!

whereP5Corr̂ s‰ and sn
2I MN are the source and noise co

relation matrices, respectively. The solution to~10! is

w5
sn

2

AMN
Rx

21a~uo ,vo!, ~12!
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where we choose the scaling factor for the convenience
the subsequent analysis.

II. DIFFERENCE PREPROCESSING

The difference preprocessing technique5 was proposed
as a means of avoiding desired signal cancellation du
pointing errors or coherent interference. Although the te
nique was developed originally for uniform linear array,
can be equally incorporated into the 2-D array conside
herein. Note first that anM3N rectangular array can b
viewed as consisting of four identical rectangular subarr
of size (M21)3(N21). By linearly combining these sub
arrays with a judiciously chosen weight vectorh
5@h11,h21,h12,h22#

T, a difference preprocessed~DP! virtual
subarray results. The DP subarray is an (M21)3(N21)
rectangular array whose elements share the same resp
pattern:

h~u,v !5hHaq~u,v !, ~13!

where

aq~u,v !5@1,ej pu,ej pv,ej p~u1v !#T ~14!

accounts for the relative phases among the four subarr
By difference preprocessing, the desired signal is remo
by choosingh such thath(uo ,vo)50.

Denote as

Ã~u,v !5aM21~u!aN21
T ~v ! ~15!

ã~u,v !5Vec$Ã~u,v !% ~16!

D̃5@ ã~u1 ,v1!,ã~u2 ,v2!,...,ã~uK11 ,vK11!# ~17!

the counterparts ofA(u,v), a(u,v), andD, respectively, for
the DP subarray. The operation of the preprocessor yields
DP data matrix as given by

X̃5(
i 51

2

(
k51

2

hik* X~ i :M1 i 22,k:N1k22!. ~18!

Since the effect of difference preprocessing is to scale thei th
signal with the complex gainh(ui ,v i), we can show that the
vector representation ofX̃ is

x̃5Vec$X̃%5HHx5D̃Gs1HHn, ~19!

where

G5Diag$@h~u1 ,v1!,h~u2 ,v2!,...,h~uK11 ,vK11!#T%
~20!

accounts for the preprocessor gain for theK11 sources, and

H5F H1 0
H2 H1

H2 �

0 � H1

H2

G
MN3~M21!~N21!

~21!

with
243 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 1, January 1999 T.-
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H i5F h1i 0
h2i h1i

h2i �

0 � h1i

h2i

G
M3~M21!

i 51,2 ~22!

is the matrix representation of the preprocessor operatio
~18!. Note that the Toeplitz–block–Toeplitz structure ofH,
as a result of the rectangular-array geometry, leads toHHD
5D̃G. The expression in~19! makes it easy to derive the D
data-correlation matrix:

R̃x5Corr$x̃%5D̃GPG* D̃H1sn
2HHH, ~23!

which indicates that on the DP subarray, one observes
source-correlation matrixGPG* and noise-correlation ma
trix sn

2HHH.

A. Separable preprocessor

The separable preprocessor is a direct extension of
1-D preprocessor obtained by choosingh5@1,2ej puo,
2ej pvo,ej p(uo1vo)#T. It is called separable since the respon
pattern h(u,v)5@12ej p(u2uo)#@12ej p(v2vo)# is separable
with respect to the two axes. Figure 2~a! shows that the pre-
processor produces a cross-null pattern centered at (uo ,fo)
5(0 deg,0 deg). This causes the problem that the prepro
sor will eliminate interferes from either (u,vo) or (uo ,v),
whereu andv can be arbitrary. If this is the case, then t
beamformer attached to the preprocessor cannot ‘‘see’’ th
interferes and will fail to cancel them.

B. Nonseparable preprocessor

To avoid interference cancellation by the preprocess
the response patternh(u,v) should exhibit nulling only
within a limited region around (uo ,vo). A possible approach
is as follows. First, the constrainth(uo ,vo)50 is guaranteed
by forcing h5Vqf, whereVq is the 433 matrix representa-
tion of the nullspace ofaq

H(uo ,vo) and f is a 331 vector.
Second, in order to enhance the robustness of the prepro
sor against pointing errors, the responseh(u,v) should be
minimized over an angular regionR around (uo ,vo). Third,
to retain the interference scenario as much as poss
h(u,v) should be as close to 1 as possible outsideR. These
requirements lead to the following constrained problem:

min
f
E E

R
uh~u,v !u2du dv1eE E

R̄
uh~u,v !21u2du dv

[f HVq
HTVqf1eF f HVq

HT̄Vqf2f HVq
H t̄12 t̄1

HVqf

1E E
R
du dvG subject to: f Hi151 ~24!

where
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FIG. 2. Patterns of difference preprocessors.~a! sepa-
rable preprocessor.~b! nonseparable preprocessor wit
e51022. ~c! nonseparable preprocessor withe
51024. ~d! nonseparable preprocessor withe51026.
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T5E E
R
aq~u,v !aq

H~u,v !du dv ~25!

T̄5E E
R̄
aq~u,v !aq

H~u,v !du dv. ~26!

t̄1 is the first column ofT̄,i15@1,0,0#T, ande is a parameter
controlling the relative emphasis of the two cost terms. T
constraint is included simply to avoid a trivial solution. U
ing the Lagrange multiplier technique, along with some
gebraic manipulation, we get

h5Vq@Vq
H~T1eT̄!Vq#21@eVq

Ht11h i1#, ~27!

where

h5
12e t̄1

HVq@Vq
H~T1eT̄!Vq#21i1

i1
H@Vq

H~T1eT̄!Vq#21i1
. ~28!

An example of the nonseparable preprocessor is give
Fig. 2~b!–~d!, with R5$25 deg<u<5 deg,25 deg<f<5
deg%, R̄ being the complement ofR, ande51022, 1024, and
1026, respectively. As expected, the modified preproces
does not produce the cross-null pattern as in Fig. 2~a!. Fur-
thermore, a comparison of these patterns gives an indica
as to how a tradeoff between desired signal removal inR and
flatness of response inR̄ can be achieved with a suitabl
chosene.

III. 2-D SPATIAL SMOOTHING

In the presence of multiple correlated interferers, as u
ally incurred with multipath propagation, the beamform
operating on the DP data cannot cancel these interferes
vidually. A remedy suitable for the rectangular array is
perform 2-D spatial smoothing10 on the DP subarray befor
beamforming. Performing spatial smoothing in this fash
requires that the DP subarray be decomposed intoL5(M
2M1)(N2N1) contiguous overlapping subarrays of si
M13N1 , as shown in Fig. 3, and that a spatially smooth
244 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 1, January 1999 T.-
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~SS! correlation matrixR̄x be formed as an average of th
correlation matrices associated with these subarrays. W
this operation,R̄x can be regarded as the correlation mat
associated with anM13N1 virtual subarray on which the
desired signal has been removed and the interferes have
decorrelated. We refer to this subarray as the SS suba
and denote as

Ā~u,v !5aM1
~u!aN1

T ~v ! ~29!

ā~u,v !5Vec$Ā~u,v !% ~30!

FIG. 3. Subarray configuration and schematic description of two-st
beamforming.
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D̄5@ ā~u1 ,v1!,ā~u2 ,v2!,...,ā~uK11 ,vK11!# ~31!

the counterparts ofA(u,v), a(u,v), andD, respectively, as-
sociated with it.

The symmetry of rectangular-array geometry allows
the incorporation of the forward–backward~FB! technique12

to enhance the decorrelation effect of spatial smoothing. T
is, we use the fact that

JM1N1
ā* ~u,v !5e2 j p~~M121!u1~N121!v !ā~u,v ! ~32!

to double the effective number of subarrays. The FB–
data-correlation matrix is thus formed by
s

on

c
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R̄x5
1

2L (
i 51

M2M1

(
k51

N2N1

~Corr$Vec$X̃~ i : i 1M121,

k:k1N121!%%

1Corr$JM1N1
Vec$X̃* ~ i : i 1M121,k:k1N121!%%!

5
1

2L (
i 51

M2M1

(
k51

N2N1

~EikR̃xEik
T 1JM1N1

EikR̃x* Eik
T JM1N1

!

5R̄s1sn
2R̄n , ~33!

where
Eik5FOM1N13~M21!~k21!UFi 0
Fi

0 �

Fi

UOM1N13~M21!~N2N12k!G ~34!
-

ing

-

to

r and
ture

-
n-
by
the
pt
with

Fi5@OM13~ i 21!uI M1
uOM13~M2M12 i !# ~35!

is the selection matrix picking up the correlation matrix a
sociated with the (i ,k)th block X̃( i : i 1M121,k:k1N121)
from R̃x . The effective SS signal-only and noise-correlati
matrices are given accordingly by

R̄s5
1

2L (
i 51

M2M1

(
k51

N2N1

~EikD̃GPG* D̃HEik
T

1JM1N1
EikD̃* G* P* GD̃TEik

T JM1N1
!

5D̄F 1

2L (
i 51

M2M1

(
k51

N2N1

~FikGPG* Fik*

1CFik* G* P* GFikC* !G D̄H ~36!

R̄n5
1

2L (
i 51

M2M1

(
k51

N2N1

~EikHHHE ik
T

1JM1N1
EikHTH* Eik

T JM1N1
!, ~37!

where

Fik5DiagH F ej p~~ i 21!u11~k21!v1!

ej p~~ i 21!u21~k21!v2!

]

ej p~~ i 21!uK111~k21!vK11!

G J
i 51,...,M2M1, k51,...,N2N1 ~38!

accounts for the relative phase shifts among the data blo
X̃( i : i 1M121,k:k1N121), and
-

ks

C5DiagH F e2 j p~~M121!u11~N121!v1!

e2 j p~~M121!u21~N121!v2!

]

e2 j p~~M121!uK111~N121!vK11!

G J ~39!

accounts for the relationshipJM1N1
D̄* 5D̄C according to

~32!. We observe from~36! that the effective source
correlation matrix on the SS subarray is given by

P̄5
1

2L (
i 51

M2M1

(
k51

N2N1

~FikGPG* Fik* 1CFik* G* P* GFikC* !.

~40!

Discussions on the performance of 2-D spatial smooth
can be found in the literature.10

IV. SUBARRAY BEAMFORMER AND APERTURE
RECOVERY

With the signal condition largely improved, the beam
former constructed on the SS subarray~master beamformer!
should exhibit good SINR performance when applied back
an M13N1 regular subarray~slave beamformer!. This sec-
tion discusses the issues about the subarray beamforme
shows how a secondary combining recovers the full aper
of the original array.

A. Subarray beamformer

Denote asW1 the weight matrix acting on the SS sub
array, andw15Vec$W1% the corresponding vector represe
tation. With the SS subarray-correlation matrix given
~33!, the subarray beamformer can be obtained via
LCMV criterion similar to that described in Sec. I C, exce
that the following substitutions are made:
245T. Lin and T.-S. Lee: Development and analysis—Beamformer
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a~uo ,vo!→ā~uo ,vo!

Rx→R̄x
w5R̄x2s̄n

2R̄n1s̄n
2I M1N1

, ~41!

which account for the change of array size and da
correlation structure. The second substitution involves
‘‘whitening’’ process which replaces the noise part inR̄x by
s̄n

2I M1N1
, wheres̄n

2 is an estimate of the noise power.13 This
is necessary since the subarray beamformer is to be ap
on a regular subarray and should optimize itself with resp
to the corresponding noise-correlation structure, which
sn

2I M1N1
. With the substitutions of~41! in ~12!, we obtain the

LCMV subarray weight vector:

w15
sn

2

AM1N1

~R̄x
w!21 ā~uo ,vo!, ~42!

and the corresponding weight matrixW15Vec21$w1%.

B. Aperture recovery via secondary combining

The subarray weight matrixW1 can be applied on any o
the M2N2 subarrays of sizeM13N1 , whereM25(M2M1

11) andN25(N2N111). As long as a sufficient degree o
freedom is maintained, the resulting subarray beamfor
will produce a null in each of theK interfering directions.
Unfortunately, working with a single subarray beamform
results in an aperture loss. A remedy would be to constru
beamformer for each subarray using the same weight ma
W1 , and then linearly combine these beamformers using
M23N2 weight matrixW2 . With this operation,W2 is re-
garded as the weight matrix acting on anM23N2 virtual
subarray, on which each element~subarray beamformer!
eliminates all the interferers in the same way due to the
sponse patternw1(u,v)5w1

Hā(u,v). We refer to this virtual
subarray as the ‘‘interference cancellation’’~IC! subarray.
The set of linearly combined subarray beamformers, a
whole, is effectively a full-aperture beamformer. This is
lustrated in Fig. 3.

Denote as

Â~u,v !5aM2
~u!aN2

T ~v ! ~43!

â~u,v !5Vec$Â~u,v !% ~44!

the counterparts ofA(u,v) anda(u,v), respectively associ
ated with the IC subarray. Similar to~18!–~22!, we can show
that the IC subarray-data matrix is given by

X̂5(
i 51

M1

(
k51

N1

W1* ~ i ,k!X~ i : i 1M221,k:k1N221!, ~45!

and the corresponding vector representation, which is m
useful, can be obtained as

x̂5Vec$X̂%

5UHx'j1UHa~u1 ,v1!1UHn

5w1~u1 ,v1!j1â~u1 ,v1!1UHn, ~46!

where
246 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 1, January 1999 T.-
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U53
U1 0
] U1

UN1 ] �

UN1 U1

0 � ]

UN1

4
MN3M2N2

~47!

with

Ui53
W1~1,i !

0
] W1~1,i !

W1~M1 ,i ! ] �

W1~M1 ,i ! W1~1,i !

0 � ]

W1~M1 ,i !

4
M3M2

i 51,...,N1 ~48!

is a Toeplitz–block–Toeplitz matrix representation ofW1 .
Note that the approximation in~46! holds since the interfer-
ence has been removed in the first-stage beamformer, an
last equality results due toUHa(u,v)5w1(u1 ,v1)â(u,v).

Let w25Vec$W2% be the vector representation ofW2 .
The expression in~46! suggests that the combiner acting o
the IC subarray should be chosen so as to maximize
output SNR in the look direction (uo ,vo). That is,

max
w2

E$uw1~u1 ,v1!j1w2
Hâ~uo ,vo!u2%

E$uw2
HUHnu2%

[
uw1~u1 ,v1!u2s1

2

sn
2

uw2
Hâ~uo ,vo!u2

w2
HUHUw2

, ~49!

which is equivalent to

min
w2

w2
HUHUw2 subject to: w2

Hâ~uo ,vo!5c. ~50!

This is again an LCMV-type problem whose solution
given by

w25
sn

2

AM2N2

~UHU!21â~uo ,vo!. ~51!

Finally, the weight matrix is recovered viaW2

5Vec21$w2%.

C. Structure and behavior of the full-aperture
beamformer

The full-aperture weight matrix is obtained by the 2-
convolution of the two-stage subarray weight matricesW1

andW2 :

W~ i ,k!5(
l 51

M1

(
m51

N1

W1~ l ,m!W2~ i 2 l 11,k2m11! ~52!
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for i 51,...,M , k51,...,N. The vector representation ofW
can be derived from~52!, or by comparing~9! with y
5w2

Hx̂5w2
HUHx as observed in~46!:

w5Uw25U~UHU!21â~uo ,vo!}U~UHU!21UHa~uo ,vo!.
~53!

It is interesting to note that the last expression in~53! can be
interpreted algebraically as the orthogonal projection
a(uo ,vo) onto the range space ofU. This makes sense, sinc
a(uo ,vo) is the optimum weight vector which maximizes th
beamformer output SNR under the quiescent~spatially
white-noise-only! condition. On the other hand, the rang
space ofU represents the ‘‘subspace of interference can
lation.’’ Projecting a(uo ,vo) onto the range space ofU is
equivalent to finding a vector lying in the subspace of int
ference cancellation which is closest to the optimum qu
cent weight vector.

By applying the full-aperture weight vectorw to the
original array, a beamformer results which suppresses
interferers individually and nearly achieves the maximu
SNR gain of the quiescent beamformer. Nevertheless
should be pointed out that although the secondary combin
can enhance the performance of the beamformer agains
correlated noise, it cannot restore the interference canc
tion capability of the original array. This is because interf
ence cancellation is done entirely on the first-sta
beamformer, and thus limited in performance by the suba
size. For example, interferers that are close to each othe
close to the look direction, will not be canceled successfu
by the full-aperture beamformer due to the reduced res
tion of the subarray. Some prior information about the int
ference scenario can help to determine a suitable suba
size to avoid this reduced aperture effect.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE TWO-STAGE
BEAMFORMER

The following sections derive the output SINR of th
two-stage beamformer for some cases of interest. The d
vations are all based on the true ensemble data-correla
matrix. For a manageable analysis, we consider the cas
two interferers (K52) and make the following assumption

A1. No interfering signals are eliminated by the differen
preprocessor.

A2. The interfering signals are nearly uncorrelated on the
subarray.

A3. The desired signal is negligible compared to the int
fering signals and noise on the SS subarray.

A4. The interference directions are well away from the lo
direction.

For brevity, some shorthand notations are defined as follo

āi5ā~ui ,v i ! i 5o,1,2,3

âi5â~ui ,v i ! i 5o,1,2,3

k i5uh~ui ,v i !u2 i 52,3

g i5
s i

2

sn
2 i 51,2,3,
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where we note thatg1 denotes the input SNR, andg2 andg3

denote the input INR.

A. Output SINR of the first-stage beamformer

Under A1–A3, we can express the whitened S
subarray-correlation matrix in the following form:

R̄x
w'k2s2

2ā2ā2
H1k3s3

2ā3ā3
H1sn

2I M1N1
. ~54!

Using the matrix inversion lemma, we get

~R̄x
w!215sn

22H I M1N1
2@k2g2ā2 k3g3ā3#G21F ā2

H

ā3
HG J ,

~55!

where

G5F11M1N1k2g2 M1N1k3g3r̄23

M1N1k2g2r̄32 11M1N1k3g3
G ~56!

with

r̄ ik5
āi

Hāk

M1N1
5

sinS p

2
M1~uk2ui ! D sinS p

2
N1~vk2v i ! D

sinS p

2
~uk2ui ! D sinS p

2
~vk2v i ! D

3ej ~p/2!~~M121!~uk2ui !1~N121!~vk2v i !!

i ,k5o,1,2,3 ~57!

being the cosine angles betweenāi andāk . Substituting~55!
into ~42! yields the first-stage weight vector:

w15
1

AM1N1
H āo2@k2g2ā2 k3g3ā3#G21FM1N1r̄2o

M1N1r̄3o
G J

5
1

AM1N1

~ āo2aā22bā3!, ~58!

where

a5
M1N1k2g2@ r̄2o1M1N1k3g3~ r̄2o2 r̄23r̄3o!#

11M1N1~k2g21k3g3!1M1
2N1

2k2k3g2g3~12ur̄32u2!
,

~59!

b5
M1N1k3g3@ r̄3o1M1N1k2g2~ r̄3o2 r̄32r̄2o!#

11M1N1~k2g21k3g3!1M1
2N1

2k2g2k3g3~12ur̄32u2!
.

~60!

Denote asPs , PI , and Pn the desired signal, interfer
ence, and noise beamformer output powers, respectively
A1–A4, w1 suppresses each of the interferers such thatPI is
negligible compared toPs and Pn . As a result, the outpu
SINR of the first-stage beamformer is given approximat
by

SINR15
Ps

PI1Pn
'

Ps

Pn
5

uw1
Hā1u2

w1
Hw1

g1 . ~61!

Substitution of~58! into the above gives
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SINR1'
u~ āo2aā22bā3!Hā1u2

~ āo2aā22bā3!H~ āo2aā22bā3!

5
M1N1ur̄o12a* r̄212b* r̄31u2g1

11uau21ubu222 Re$a* r̄2o1b* r̄3o2ab* r̄32%

3g1 . ~62!

Some cases of interest are considered below.

1. Case 1: High-input INR
With the assumption of high-input INR~g i@1, i 52,3!

and thatk2 andk3 are not too small, we have
io

m

-
m
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a'
r̄2o2 r̄23r̄3o

12ur̄32u2 , ~63!

b'
r̄3o2 r̄32r̄2o

12ur̄32u2 . ~64!

Substituting these into~62!, along with some algebraic ma
nipulations, we get
SINR1'
M1N1ur̄o1~12ur̄32u2!2 r̄21r̄o22 r̄31r̄o31 r̄o3r̄32r̄211 r̄o2r̄23r̄31u2

~12ur̄32u2!~112r̄32r̄2or̄o32ur̄2ou22ur̄3ou22ur̄32u2!
g1 . ~65!
In particular, with a small pointing error~uo'u1 , vo'v1),
we haver̄1o'1 andr̄oi'r̄1i , i 52,3, such that~65! reduces
to

SINR1'M1N1S 12
ur̄21u21ur̄31u222r̄21r̄13r̄32

12ur̄32u2
Dg1 .

~66!

2. Case 2: Low-input INR or orthogonal interference
directions

With a low-input INR~g i'0, i 52,3! and/or orthogonal
interference directions~r̄ io'0, i 52,3!, we havea'0 and
b'0 such that

w1'
1

AM1N1

āo , ~67!

and ~62! reduces to

SINR1'M1N1ur̄o1u2g1 , ~68!

which is the result obtained under the quiescent condit
Finally, with a small pointing error, we get

SINR1'M1N1g1 , ~69!

which is simply the maximum-output SNR of the optimu
quiescent beamformer.6

B. Output SINR of the overall beamformer

Using~46! and~51!, the output SINR of the overall two
stage beamformer~as observed at the second-stage bea
former output! is given by

SINRo'
uw2

Hâ1u2

w2
HUHUw2

uw1~u1 ,v1!u2g1

5â1
H~UHU!21â1ur̂1ou2uw1~u1 ,v1!u2g1 , ~70!

where

r̂1o5
â1

H~UHU!21âo

@ âo
H~UHU!21âoâ1

H~UHU!21â1#1/2. ~71!
n.

-

Again, two cases are considered below.

1. Case 1: High-input INR

With a high-input INR, we have from~58!, ~63!, and
~64!

w1~u1 ,v1!'AM1N1S r̄o1

2
r̄21r̄o21 r̄31r̄o32 r̄o3r̄32r̄212 r̄o2r̄23r̄31

12ur̄32u2
D .

~72!

Substituting this into~70! yields

SINRo'â1
H~UHU!21â1ur̂1ou2M1N1Ur̄o1

2
r̄21r̄2o1 r̄31r̄3o2 r̄21r̄o3r̄322 r̄31r̄o2r̄23

12ur̄32u2 U2

g1 .

~73!

With a small pointing error, we haver̂1o'1 such that

SINRo'â1
H~UHU!21â1M1N1

3S 12
ur̄21u21ur̄31u222r̄21r̄13r̄32

12ur̄32u2
D 2

g1

5â1
H~UHU!21â1S 12

ur̄21u21ur̄31u222r̄21r̄13r̄32

12ur̄32u2 D
3SINR1, ~74!

where we have used~66!.
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FIG. 4. Output SINR versus pointing error.M 155,
N156. (u1 ,f1)5(0 deg,0 deg).m51. ~a! separable
preprocessor. (u2 ,f2)5(20 deg,20 deg), (u3 ,f3)
5(40 deg,40 deg). ~b! nonseparable preprocesso
(u2 ,f2)5(20 deg,20 deg), (u3 ,f3)5(40 deg,40
deg!. ~c! separable preprocessor. (u2 ,f2)
5(0 deg,20 deg!, (u3 ,f3)5(40 deg,0 deg). ~d!
nonseparable preprocessor. (u2 ,f2)5(0 deg,20 deg!,
(u3 ,f3)5(40 deg,0 deg).
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2. Case 2: Low-input INR or orthogonal interference
directions

With a low-input INR and/or orthogonal interference d
rections, we have from the previous results thatw1(u1 ,v1)
5AM1N1r̄o1 such that

SINRo'â1~UHU!21â1ur̂1ou2M1N1ur̄o1u2g1

5â1~UHU!21â1ur̂1ou2SINR1, ~75!

which means that the second-stage beamformer exhibit
SNR gain ofâ1

H(UHU)21â1ur̂1ou2. Finally, the optimum qui-
escent beamformer output SINR is achieved with a sm
pointing error:

SINRo'â1
H~UHU!21â1M1N1g1 . ~76!

Although no closed-form expression of~76! is given, we
have found by simulation that the maximum two-stage o
put SINR is fairly close toMNg1 , which is the optimum
one-stage output SINR achieved by the quiescent be
former.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

Computer simulations on narrow-band signal extract
were conducted to ascertain the performance of the two-s
beamformer. The array was 10312 with identical sensors
equally spaced by a half-wavelength of the sources. The
sired signal arrived from (u1 ,f1)5(0 deg,0 deg), with an
SNR of 20 dB. Except for one case, we put two interferers
(u2 ,f2)5(20 deg,20 deg) and (u3 ,f3)5(40 deg,40 deg),
respectively, with the same INR of 30 dB. The sourc
correlation matrix, as defined in Sec. I C, was set to be

P5F s1
2 m* s1s2 m* s1s3

ms2s1 s2
2 m* s2s3

ms3s1 ms3s2 s3
2

G ,

which says that the three sources are mutually correla
with the same correlation coefficientm. To measure the in-
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terference suppression performance of the two-stage be
former, we defined the simulated output SINR as

SINRo5
s1

2wHa1a1
Hw

sn
2wHw1( i 52

3 (k52
3 P~ i ,k!wHaiak

Hw
.

In all cases, we assumed that the three sources and n
were stationary over the processing period of the bea
former, and a sufficient amount of data were available s
that the ensemble-correlation matrix and weight vect
could be obtained.

The first set of simulations examines the SINR perf
mance of the two-stage beamformer against pointing err
The look direction (uo ,fo) was varied over the angular re
gion $26 deg<uo<6 deg,26 deg<fo<6 deg%. A coherent
scenario was assumed by settingm51. The subarray size wa
chosen asM155, N156. The resulting output SINR plots
obtained with the separable and nonseparable~with e
51024! difference preprocessors are shown in Fig. 4~a! and
~b!, respectively. As expected, the output SINR drops as
pointing error increases. This is more significant for t
separable preprocessor with a large pointing error. To see
result when the interferers are inside the cross-null region
h(u,v), we changed the interference directions to (u2 ,f2)
5(0 deg,20 deg) and (u3 ,f3)5(40 deg,0 deg), and re
peated the above simulations. The results shown in Fig.~c!
and~d! indicate that the separable preprocessor breaks d
whenuo or fo is zero. This is the case where at least one
the interferers is eliminated byh(u,v). On the other hand
the nonseparable preprocessor performed reliably for a s
pointing error, though certain degradation occurred near
four edges. In the remaining examples, only the nonse
rable preprocessor~with e51024! will be used.

The second set of simulations investigates the effec
subarray size. In this case,M1 was varied from 2 to 9, and
N1 from 2 to 11. Fig. 5~a! and ~b! show the output SINR
plots obtained with (uo ,fo)5(0 deg,0 deg) and (uo ,fo)
5(3 deg,3 deg!, respectively, form51. Figure 5~c! and ~d!
show the corresponding results form5 j . We observe that
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FIG. 5. Output SINR versus subarray size. (u1 ,f1)
5(0 deg,0 deg),(u2 ,f2)5(20 deg,20 deg), (u3 ,
f3)5(40 deg,40 deg).~a! (u0 ,f0)5(0 deg,0 deg).
m51. ~b! (u0 ,f0)5(3 deg,3 deg). m51. ~c!
(u0 ,f0)5(0 deg,0 deg). m5 j . ~d! (u0 ,f0)
5(3 deg,3 deg!. m5 j .
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the output SINR is insensitive to the subarray size so long
a sufficient degree of freedom is given for interference c
cellation. This also demonstrates that aperture recovery
be done successfully for any suitably chosen subarray s
In particular, the SINR achieved without pointing error
close to the optimum value (10 log10 120120540.8) for all
possible subarray sizes, except for the extreme cases oM1

5N152, and M159, N1511. Note that the performanc
breakdown withM159, N1511 andm51 in the presence o
pointing errors was due to the mutual cancellation betw
the desired signal and interference as a result of poor d
rrelation. This did not happen withm5 j , for which effective
decorrelation was achieved with FB averaging.

In the third set of simulations, we evaluate the effect
the correlation coefficient. The amplitude~umu! and phase
@angle~m!# of m were varied from 0 to 1 and 0 top, respec-
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tively. Figure 6~a! and ~b! show the output SINR obtaine
with (uo ,fo)5(0 deg,0 deg) and (uo ,fo)5(3 deg,3 deg),
respectively, forM155, N156. The results show that th
proposed beamformer is robust to the change ofm. The
simulation was then repeated withM159, N1511 ~no
smoothing! and the results were plotted in Fig. 6~c! and~d!.
Surprisingly, the output SINR without pointing error did n
exhibit any degradation. This is because the mutual can
lation between the two interferers was not significantly
fected by the difference preprocessor. On the other hand
beamformer suffered performance breakdown with point
errors form'61, which is the case where FB averaging h
almost no effect. This again ascertains that the propo
beamformer performs reliably with a properly chosen sub
ray size.
t.
FIG. 6. Output SINR versus correlation coefficien
(u1 ,f1)5(0 deg,0 deg), (u2 ,f2)5(20 deg,20 deg!.
(u3 ,f3)5(40 deg,40 deg). ~a! (u0 ,f0)5(0 deg,0
deg!. M155, N156. ~b! (u0 ,f0)5(3 deg,3 deg).
M155, N156. ~c! (u0 ,f0)5(0 deg,0 deg).M 159,
N1511. ~d! (u0 ,f0)5(3 deg,3 deg). M 159, N1

511.
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VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a two-stage 2-D adaptive beamfo
ing scheme for combating multiple correlated interferers
ing a rectangular array. By difference preprocessing and
tial smoothing, a virtual subarray was obtained on which
desired-signal strength and correlation among interfe
were reduced to a negligible order. An LCMV-type bea
former constructed on this smoothed subarray is ideal
desired-signal acquisition, but inefficient in terms of apert
utilization. A post-beamformer based on the maximum S
criterion was thus employed in the second stage to reco
the full array aperture. The derivation of the weight vec
was eased by exploiting the distinctive Toeplitz–bloc
Toeplitz structure due to 2-D convolution. For a theoreti
performance evaluation, an analysis on the output SINR
the proposed beamformer was presented for some cas
interest. Finally, the behavior of the proposed beamform
was examined and discussed via several sets of comp
simulations. In particular, it was shown that the performan
of the two-stage beamformer is fairly reliable approach
that of the optimum one-stage beamformer, provided th
suitable subarray size is chosen for successfully decorr
ing the interference. The proposed beamformer is suitable
acoustical applications such as remote sound-source
hancement in a large room or subsea acoustical commun
tions operated in shallow water, for which correlated mu
paths cause a major problem.
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